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How To Be Cocky Funny - The Social Man
PULL COCKY-FUNNY. This is my default style of cocky-funny, so I'll give you one of my own
examples. I learned from a natural push cocky-funny this is best done when you're a little over the
top or dramatically exaggerated in what you say and in your facial expressions, tonality, and body
language.
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More than 1000 examples of cocky funny lines... | Diary of a French PUA
Argument of authority: The PUA universally famous Neil Strauss, in his best-seller The Game, said
that he memorized hundreds of cocky-funny ...
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Why “Cocky Funny” Works To Attract Women - Double Your Dating
“Cocky Funny” Is Learning What To Do And Say INSTEAD. When you first meet a woman, the
ONLY thing that matters is standing out from that crowd of other nervous, tongue-tied guys. It
means approaching and interacting with a woman using a slightly arrogant attitude combined with
exactly the right amount of HUMOR.
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How to Use Cocky and Funny Correctly | The Modern Man
When I first discovered the cocky funny approach, I thought it was the “magic bullet” for success
with women and dating. I thought that if a LITTLE bit of cocky ...
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Tactics Tuesdays: The Truth About Cocky and Funny | Girls Chase
Cocky funny is one of the best known of the older tried-and-true techniques out there for meeting
women. Learn how you can use it to get women today.
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Cocky Funny (What It Is and How to Attract Women with It) The Cocky funny technique popularized by David DeAngelo works because it's provocative. It gets
a girl's attention and it gets her emotionally ...
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Cocky and Funny Lines Collection - How to be Cocky &amp; Funny
C&amp;F (or Cocky and Funny) is a style of personality or mindset (also called a frame) one can
project to gain attraction with a woman. It is a copyrighted phrase for ...
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Cocky Funny Guide - Lines, Examples and Routines - Best PUA Training
Read our cocky funny guide to learn fail safe lines, examples and routines to use in the filed when
sarging.
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examples of cocky funny flirting - TSB Magazine
Here are some examples of cocky funny behavior that attracts girls.
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What's Cocky And Funny? Using Humor To Attract Women... - How To ...
When it comes to creating attraction, there are 3 magic words you need to know: cocky and funny.
But what is cocky and funny anyway?
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How to Use Humor to Attract Women - Cocky and Funny - SoSuave
To create attraction in women your humor should be both funny and a bit arrogant. Here is why
cocky and funny works and how to pull it off smoothly.
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EXAMPLES OF COCKY + FUNNY - SoSuave
The point is, don't waste time to start being cocky and funny - if you don't, you come across as
boring and get LJBFed. So you say one or two ...
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How To Show Dominance And Be Cocky And Funny - BrainDirector
Or you can use cocky and funny. Me:”Stop staring at me! I am a shy guy!” Me:”If you want to bring
me to dinner that's okay, I like sushi.”.
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Cocky Funny – Examples | Krauser PUA
See these posts explaining the principles behind Cocky Funny. He's some of the lines Rocky uses
in set: * Let's pretend we never had this ...
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Cocky Comedy - How to Be Cocky Funny - David DeAngelo Dating
What does David DeAngelo have to say about cocky comedy. How can you be cocky, funny, and
attractive while dating women?
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Does Cocky &amp; Funny REALLY Work Online? - Virtual Dating Assistants
One of the techniques that I was especially attached to was “Cocky &amp; Funny.” Cocky &amp;
Funny is probably the most famous dating technique in existence.
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Cocky &amp; Funny - Pua Wiki - PUAmore
Cocky &amp; Funny is a particular attitude that a man can adopt that can be very effective at
creating attraction when used properly towards a woman.
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What Is Cocky and Funny - Implementing It Into Your Game
This is why it is ESSENTIAL to mix cocky WITH the funny. You really can say anything, as long as
it's a joke. If it's funny, then that cocky comment doesn't have ...
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Cocky &amp; Funny (C&amp;F) | Pick Up Artist and PUA Lingo
PUAs are Cocky &amp; Funny because it generates attraction in a woman. The cocky part of the
equation involves appearing confident, and even a ...
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When To Quit Cocky &amp; Funny | page 2 - AskMen MiddleEast
Coupled with watching the players in clubs, I knew Cocky &amp; Funny was the answer. I used it
successfully on women, all resulting in them wanting much, much ...
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LOOK: 19 Breathtakingly Overconfident Texts. Are You Brave Enough ...
But it's still worth trying to be cocky funny in your texts. Guys are attracted to confidence and
sometimes even arrogance. And what you may lack ...
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How To Combine Arrogance and Humour to Create Attraction – Just ...
It should, like everything else, be said with a sly smile and a small glimpse in the eyes. David
DeAngelo calls it Cocky and Funny, and it really ...
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Cocky and Funny Lines - Scribd
net/2007/01/25/are-these-your-favorite-cockyand-funny-lines/ Are These Your Favorite Cocky and
Funny Lines? by Editor on January 25, 2007 A beautiful thing ...
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How To Approach Women: Will &quot;Cocky&quot; And &quot;Funny&quot; Work Every
Time ...
Being cocky and funny the whole time is like trying to drive your car around in one gear. You have
to be able to shift gears as the conditions ...
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Cocky &amp; Funny - Why I Have The Biggest Balls In The Room | Alpha ...
David DeAngelo coined this phrase, as far as I know. Cocky and Funny is an attitude, but too
many guys use it as a crutch. It is a frame for flirting and it ...
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COCKY &amp; FUNNY LINES - PUA Forum
COCKY &amp; FUNNY LINES. Sun May 13, 2007 11:23 pm. I thought that If I start writing some
of my most common used C&amp;F Lines, the other people will add up ...
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Cocky and funny is extremely overrated - PUA Forum
A very prominent problem I see from guys in the community is that they fall in love with the
concept of being cocky and funny. To them cocky ...
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Cocky and funny - Alpha Male - Magical Apparatus
So the right attitude for seducing a woman is: being cocky and funny. Being direct and cocky are
Alpha qualities. In that way you demonstrate to ...
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The Full Fact Book Of Seduction Patterns: The Cocky &amp; Funny Edition ...
The Full Fact Book Of Seduction Patterns: The Cocky &amp; Funny Edition [Dantalion Jones] on
Amazon.com. *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. This book is a ...
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